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PLEATEDSHADE
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
You will need
Power drill, drill bit ø2mm (1/16"), cross headed screwdriver, double-sided tape and
masking tape.
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Mounting instructions
Ensure that the thickness of the boat structure at the proposed mounting position
is deep enough to prevent the fixing screws from breaking through. If necessary,
use shorter fixing screws than those supplied. Use masking tape on the drill bit as a
depth guide to avoid drilling too deep.
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Remove the protective rubber caps from the pointed ends of the screws, unscrew and
remove top blind fittings. Use double-sided tape to position the blind and mark through
the pre-drilled holes. Remove blind from boat structure before drilling fixing holes.
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Pass the screws back through the press stud bases, the blind top and, finally, the top end
of the stowing straps and wind in the first two or three turns. Fix the blind into position.
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Position the lower press studs by pulling the blind down to the desired position. Note
the blind is designed to be stretched fairly taught, otherwise a droop may occur,
particularly if the blind is mounted on an incline. Mark and drill fixing holes into the
boat structure and fix the lower press stud bases into place using the screws provided.
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The Pleatedshade can now be raised and held in the up position using the stowing
straps.
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Care and maintenance
• Fabric may be cleaned with a foam upholstery cleaner. For light cleaning, use water
and sponge, rub gently in the direction parallel with the pleats.
• If the blind gets wet, pull out the blind fully and leave to dry naturally.

For further information or installation assistance, please contact your local Oceanair Distributor:
www.oceanair.co.uk/distributors.
Oceanair Marine (UK):
Oceanair Marine (US):
51744390000

+44 (0)1243 606 909
+1 802 362 5258

techsupport@oceanair.co.uk
info@oceanairmarine.com

The blind may also be
top fixed.

